INTRODUCTION
•• The Multiple Family Visual Preference Survey (VPS) was conducted to collect input
from the community within the Town of Parker, specifically regarding the design
standards for multiple family development. The results of this survey will guide the
rewrite of the design standards to demonstrate that the community was involved and
voiced their opinion regarding the future community character.
•• A Visual Preference Survey presents alternatives described through text and
accompanying visual aids. The photographs are intended to clarify the options, and
prevent vague interpretations, and to ensure that all respondents have a common
reference for the question. The inclusion of visual alternatives produces more reliable
results by reducing misunderstanding.

VPS STATISTICS
•• In total, there were 202 respondents to the Multiple Family VPS.
•• The Multiple Family VPS contained a total of thirteen (13) questions.
•• Four (4) general questions documented the demographics of respondents.
•• Two (2) questions addressed Site Design.
•• Four (4) questions addressed Building Design.
•• Three (3) questions addressed Publicly Accessible Space.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•• Participants preferred multiple family developments that appeared to fit into a
neighborhood context, with a variation in building design and overall character of the
development.
•• Higher quality materials, such as masonry, were preferred to materials such as siding.
•• Participants strongly preferred to see usable outdoor space, whether as a building
element (i.e. deep porches) or publicly accessible open spaces between buildings.
Following the feedback from this survey, these elements and/or spaces must be
appropriately sized to provide opportunities for activities and entertainment.
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Visual Preference Survey
203 responses

Age Group
202 responses

Under 18
18  24

43.1%

25  44
11.9%

45  64
65 and older

39.6%

Which statement best describes your relationship to the Town of
Parker?

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
202 responses

•• The majority of people who participated in this survey were between the ages of 25 and
64.
I am a homeowner in Parker

9.9%

I rent in Parker
I am a business or land
owner in Parker
I work in Parker
I visit, shop, or recreate in
Parker

78.7%

Other

If you live in Parker, how long have you lived here?
193 responses

MULTIPLE FAMILY40.9%
VPS RESULTS — DEMOGRAPHICS
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8.8%
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25 years or more
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39.6%

Which statement best describes your relationship to the Town of
Parker?
202 responses

I am a homeowner in Parker
9.9%

I rent in Parker
I am a business or land
owner in Parker
I work in Parker
I visit, shop, or recreate in
Parker

78.7%

Other

If you live in Parker, how long have you lived here?

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
193 responses

•• Nearly 80% of the participants stated that they own a home in Parker.
•• Roughly 10% of the participants rent in Parker.

12 years
25 years

40.9%

510 years
8.8%

14%

1025 years
25 years or more

15%
21.2%

What word best describes how you think of the character of Parker
(select one)
202 responses
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Parker
78.7%

Other

If you live in Parker, how long have you lived here?
193 responses

12 years
25 years

40.9%

510 years
8.8%

14%

1025 years
25 years or more

15%
21.2%

What word best describes how you think of the character of Parker
(select one)

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
202 responses

•• Responses regarding length of residency in Parker showed that respondents are a
diverse population, with close to 50% of the respondents having lived in Parker at least
town
10 years. There were nine (9) respondents who do not liveSmall
in Parker.
Convenient

•• Around 35% of the respondents
have moved to Parker in the last 5 years.
19.3%
Metropolitan
Suburban
Hometown
IMPLICATIONS46%
FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
Historic

Rural/ranch
•• According to the survey results, there is a large constituency
of residents who are well
24.8%
rooted in Parker, having lived in the town at least 10 years, but equally as many who are
more recent residents, having moved within the past 10 years. The Design Standards
should encourage design that both reflects the existing 'hometown feel', but should also
encourage and support the future growth of the community.
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21.2%

What word best describes how you think of the character of Parker
(select one)
202 responses

Small town
Convenient
19.3%

Metropolitan
Suburban
Hometown

46%

Historic
Rural/ranch
24.8%

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
•• Almost half of the participants described Parker as 'Suburban', a quarter described it as
a 'Small Town' and almost 20% think of Parker as 'Home-town'.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
•• The nearly even split between people's perception of the character of Parker as
either suburban or small town/home-town is instructive. The Town of Parker has
characteristics of both suburban and a small town/home-town within the built
environment.
•• This question surveyed people's current perceptions but did not ask what character
people preferred to see in Parker in the future. While the Design Standards should
respond to the current conditions, the standards should, more importantly, direct the
requirements for development towards achieving the desired character. The survey
results summarized in the following sections provide a more accurate indication of
what the Parker community desires for the town's character.
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Building Frontage

Multi-Family: Site Design

1

2
3
4
In Multi-Family areas, what/how should the buildings front onto open
space, walkways, and streets (select all that apply):
196 responses

1

Buildings sh…

67 (34.2%)

2

76 (38.8%)

Buildings sh…

3

28 (14.3%)

Buildings sh…

4

88 (44.9%)

Buildings sh…
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Which parking location feels appropriate for Multi-Family buildings in
(select
all to
that
apply) siting and frontage was to front multiple family buildings
•• The strongest Parker?
preference
related
building
194 responses
onto defined open
spaces. The second highest preferred frontage was to ensure a clear definition
between the publicly-accessible and private spaces in front of the buildings. These two frontage
conditions can,Building
and frequently
do, work 38
in(19.6%)
combination with the other.
site…

•• Regarding frontages, the least supported option was to front multiple family buildings on streets in a
77 (39.7%)
Parking locat…
very urban condition,
with very small setbacks. However,
image #2 also depicts a similar setback to
that in image #3, and received the second highest level of support. This may indicate that respondents'
(64.4%)
Parking
locat…
negative reaction
was
to the written description rather than to the visual 125
appearance
of small
setbacks.
24 (12.4%)

Onstreet pa…

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
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•• This outcome supports feedback from other stakeholder and community engagement indicating that
buildings should front
streets andBuilding
open space.
Multi-Family:
Design

MULTIPLE FAMILY VPS RESULTS — SITE DESIGN
In Multi-Family areas (select one):
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In Multi-Family areas, what/how should the buildings front onto open
space, walkways, and streets (select all that apply):

Preferred Parking Lot Locations
196 responses

Although parking lots are a necessity for most multiple family developments, they should be located
secondary to the building and open space. Many existing parking lots are designed with maximum
Buildings sh…
(34.2%)
visibility from the street,
as well as the building itself, and detract 67
from
the overall quality of the
neighborhood.
76 (38.8%)

Buildings sh…

28 (14.3%)

Buildings sh…

88 (44.9%)

Buildings sh…
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Which parking location feels appropriate for Multi-Family buildings in
Parker? (select all that apply)
2
3
4
194 responses

1

Building site…

38 (19.6%)

2

77 (39.7%)

Parking locat…

3

125 (64.4%)

Parking locat…

4

24 (12.4%)

Onstreet pa…
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Multi-Family: Building Design
•• For multiple family residential development, a majority of the participants (nearly 65%) had a strong
preference for locating parking in the rear of buildings. 40% of respondents also felt that locating
parking on the side of buildings would be an acceptable option.
In Multi-Family areas (select one):
•• Only 20% of respondents
190 responses felt that buildings sited within a parking lot was appropriate, while even
fewer (12%) felt on-street parking in front of buildings was the preferred parking location for
communities in Parker.
Building designs should be
related so that the buildings
look alike or similar
81.1%

Building designs should be

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
more varied so they look like
they are part of a

neighborhood or developed
•• This outcome supports feedback from other stakeholder and
community engagement that parking
over time
18.9%
should be located in the rear or side of a multiple family development.
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Which porches feel appropriate for Parker? (select all the apply)
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196 responses

Deep usable…

7

162 (82.7%)

Multi-Family: Building Design

Building Design Diversity Preferences
In Multi-Family areas (select one):
190 responses

Bu
rela
loo
81.1%

Bu
mo
the
nei
ove

18.9%

Which porches feel appropriate for Parker? (s
196 responses

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Deep usable…
•• The majority of respondents (over 80%) preferred buildings
with a greater level of diversity in the
design of facades so that buildings look like they developed
as part of a varied
neighborhood.
29 (14.8%)
Narrow porc…
Small stairca…

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS

14 (7.1%)

11

Terraces (rai…

•• These strong findings indicate that the Design Standards
must be intentional
about providing clear
19 (9.7%)
Side porches
standards for building composition to yield more diversity in the design of buildings.
Balconies

46 (23.5%)

–– This is a critical topic for multiple family development because the repetition of building types
and building designs can easily lead to multiple Rooftop
family patios
residential looking like an identifiable 83 (42.3%)
development, rather than a neighborhood. Identifiable developments
0
20 create
40division
60 between
80
100
rental and ownership communities and diminish the likelihood of Parker growing as an integral
community.
–– The Design Standards have the opportunity to influence how varied and well-composed multiple
family developments are, leading to more neighborly designs which enhance the community
character and value.
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120

Building Material Preferences

2

1

5

3

4

Which building materials feel most appropriate for Parker? (select all
that apply)
6
7
8
199 responses
1Brick
Brick with
2 w…
Stone accents
3
Brick and4
wo…
Brick and5co…
Wood Siding
6
Metal Paneling
7
Siding, panel…
8
0

118 (59.3%)
130 (65.3%)
89 (44.7%)
86 (43.2%)
49 (24.6%)
50 (25.1%)
15 (7.5%)
22 (11.1%)
20

40

60

80

100

120

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
What other elements on top of buildings feel appropriate for Parker?
•• Buildings constructed primarily of masonry were strongly preferred over those with a combination
(select all that apply)
or higher percentage of wood or metal paneling. The least desirable building materials according to
196 responses
respondents were metal paneling and siding.
Overhangs/fins

20 (10.2%)
65 (33.2%)

Overhangs

IMPLICATIONSOverhangs…
FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY61 (31.1%)
STANDARDS
104 (53.1%)
Flat roof with…
•• The Design Standards
should address the material preference for masonry
and high-quality materials
65 (33.2%)
Frontfacing…
by looking for opportunities
to encourage simple applications and using111the
highest quality materials
Frontfacing…
(56.6%)
on the most visible
portion of the building to achieve the74greatest
impact.
(37.8%)
Frontfacing…
Curved roof

22 (11.2%)
73 (37.2%)

Dormers
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Multi-Family: Public Space
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Which building materials feel most appropriate for Parker? (select all
that apply)

Building Elements
199 responses

118 (59.3%)

Brick

130 (65.3%)

Brick with w…
Stone accents

89 (44.7%)
86 (43.2%)

Brick and wo…
Brick and co…

49 (24.6%)
50 (25.1%)

Wood Siding

1

2

15 (7.5%)

Metal Paneling
Siding, panel…

3

4

5

22 (11.1%)
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What other elements on top of buildings feel appropriate for Parker?
(select all that apply)
6

196 responses

7

8

1
Overhangs/fins

20 (10.2%)

9

2
Overhangs

65 (33.2%)

Overhangs…
3

61 (31.1%)

Flat roof with…
4

104 (53.1%)

Frontfacing…
5

65 (33.2%)

Frontfacing…
6

111 (56.6%)

Frontfacing…
7

74 (37.8%)

Curved8
roof

22 (11.2%)

Dormers
9

73 (37.2%)
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Multi-Family:
Publicabout
Spacethe building elements and roof forms appropriate for
•• Respondents had a variety
of responses
the top of multiple family buildings. Over 50% of the participants prefer traditional forms, ranging
from flat roofs with cornices (larger buildings) to gables roofs (smaller residential buildings). Slightly
over 10% of participants prefer more modern forms such as exposed rafters and curved roofs.
Which open space elements of design feel appropriate for Parker?
that
both
traditional architectural elements and more contemporary styles
•• Respondents indicated
(select all
that
apply)
were appropriate
for multiple family buildings in Parker. However, the most popular choices were all
202 responses
traditional examples of gables, eaves, and cornices.
Detached si…

96 (47.5%)

109 (54%)
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
Tot lots/play…

Gathering sp…

168 (83.2%)

g… received in the community and stakeholder feedback, the Multiple Family
•• Consistent withHardscape
feedback
64 (31.7%)
Landscaping…
Standards should not limit building elements
to a specific style, but encourage a variation of styles
Trails
173 (85.6%)
that reflects traditional
styles
and
forms
currently
existing
in
Parker,
as
well
as more contemporary
99 (49%)
Streetscape…
variations.
Consolidate…
51 (25.2%)
100 (49.5%)

78 (38.6%)

Entry Sign w…
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Multi-Family: Building Design

Private Outdoor Living Spaces

In Multi-Family areas (select one):
190 responses

Building designs should be
related so that the buildings
look alike or similar
81.1%

1

2

Building designs should be
more varied so they look like
they are part of a
neighborhood or developed
over time

3

4

18.9%

Which porches feel appropriate for Parker? (select all the apply)
5

6

7

196 responses

Deep usable…
1

162 (82.7%)

Narrow porc…
2
Small stairca…
3

29 (14.8%)
14 (7.1%)

Terraces4
(rai…

115 (58.7%)

Side porches
5

19 (9.7%)

Balconies
6

46 (23.5%)

Rooftop patios
7
0

83 (42.3%)
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
•• The top three preferences for outdoor living space were deep usable porches, terraces or raised patios,
and roof-top patios.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
•• Respondents had a preference for private livable outdoor spaces such as porches, roof-top patios, and
terraces; as well as building entrances which provided a greater level of privacy, functionality, and
livability for the residents.
•• The Multiple Family Standards should include standards and guidelines to ensure that outdoor living
spaces and building elements provide functionality and usable space.
•• The Multiple Family Standards should require appropriate building elements, such as porches and
other private outdoor spaces, to help relate buildings to the publicly-accessible realm.
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Frontfacing…

65 (33.2%)

Landscape,
Open Space and Streetscapes
74 (37.8%)
Frontfacing…
Frontfacing…
Curved roof

22 (11.2%)
73 (37.2%)

Dormers
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Multi-Family: Public Space
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Which open space elements of design feel appropriate for Parker?
(select all that apply)
6

202 responses7

8

9

Detached
1 si…

96 (47.5%)

Tot lots/play…
2

109 (54%)

Gathering3sp…

168 (83.2%)

Hardscape
4 g…

100 (49.5%)

Landscaping…
5

64 (31.7%)

6Trails
Streetscape…
7
Consolidate…
8
Entry Sign
9 w…
0

173 (85.6%)
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
•• Related to open
over 80%
of participants preferred
larger, development
vegetated gathering
Whichspace,
buffering
elements/amenities
in Multi-Family
feel lawns and open
spaces with trails and pedestrian access.

appropriate for Parker? (select all that apply)

•• A number of other open space elements received strong support, including sidewalks, play areas, small
200 responses
plazas for gathering, high-quality streetscaping, and landscaped entries and gateways.
•• All of the landscaping elements depicted received a significant number of responses. There was a
preference for
trees
for Parker.
Useable
ope…and xeriscaping as elements particularly appropriate
161 (80.5%)

IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY
STANDARDS
80 (40%)
Visual lands…
•• The Multiple Family Standards should provide standards and guidelines for creating a range of
private openUseable
spaces,
appropriate
landscaping elements in
(68.5%)
ope…trail and sidewalk connections, as well as 137
the design of a multiple family development. Usable landscape elements should be prioritized.
connect…
MULTIPLETrailFAMILY
VPS RESULTS — PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE SPACE
162 (81%)
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202 responses

Buffering Preferences
Detached si…

96 (47.5%)
109 (54%)

Tot lots/play…

Gathering sp…

168 (83.2%)
100 (49.5%)

Hardscape g…
64 (31.7%)

Landscaping…
Trails

173 (85.6%)
99 (49%)

Streetscape…
Consolidate…

51 (25.2%)
78 (38.6%)

Entry Sign w…
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Which buffering elements/amenities in Multi-Family development feel
appropriate for Parker? (select all that apply)
200 responses

Useable ope…
1

161 (80.5%)

Visual lands…
2

80 (40%)

Useable ope…
3

137 (68.5%)

Trail connect…
4
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
•• Among the buffer alternatives, respondents indicated that usable spaces were preferred over purely
visual buffers.
•• Usable open spaces at both larger and smaller scales had support from respondents, along with trail
connections in buffers.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
•• To the extent possible, the Multiple Family Standards should encourage required landscaped areas to
be consolidated into usable space.
–– Buffers and other passive spaces should include trails and sidewalks, allowing pedestrians and
cyclists to move through the space.
–– Active spaces should provide opportunities for gathering, play, and entertainment.

MULTIPLE FAMILY VPS RESULTS — PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE SPACE
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Parking Lot Treatments

Which parking lot landscaping do you prefer
193 responses

S
d
p

68.4%

F
c
m

31.6%

Number of daily responses
100

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
50
•• Related to parking lot landscaping, the majority of respondents
preferred to consolidate parking lot
landscaping into usable open space, rather than to distribute it throughout parking lots.
0
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MULTIPLE FAMILY STANDARDS
Jun 22,
2017

Jun 29,
2017

Jul 6, 2017

•• The Multiple Family Standards should encourage landscaping in parking lots to be consolidated into
usable spaces, allowing safer passage for pedestrians and cyclists.

Jul 13,
2017
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